Smoke Zero Starter Kit

The Smoke Zero starter kit features two eCigarettes as well as a charger and two disposable cartridges ready to be loaded with your desired flavor.

PRODUCT DETAILS  BUY NOW

THREE COLORS AVAILABLE!

20+ ASSORTED FLAVORS

MONTHLY REFILL PROGRAM

Count the Benefits!

1) Contains No Smoke
2) Won't Stain Your Teeth
3) Smoke Anywhere
4) No Odor
5) Easily Recharged
6) Save Hundreds of Dollars

Literally save hundreds per month over your favorite brand of cigarette!

FEATURED PRODUCT

Smoke Zero Deluxe Kit

$44.99

Sampler 5 Pack (5ml bottles)

$24.99

Smoke Zero Starter Kit

$99.99

Monthly Refill Program

$39.99
Benefits of Choosing Smoke-Zero

Ease of Use
The Smoke-Zero design is very user friendly, and allows for a completely customizable experience. The simple design and detailed instruction manual ensures that anyone can use Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarettes. Combining both ease of use with the customizable design helps people start using Smoke-Zero, and keep using it. You don't need lighters or bulky packs of cigarettes. When charged, all you need is the Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarette for an entire day worth of smoking.

Socially Acceptable – Use Anywhere!
Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarettes can be used anywhere without disturbing those around you. Since you aren't actually smoking, you can use them worry-free in places that no longer allow smoking. Use while in a restaurant or bar. You can use Smoke-Zero in the car, even in the office guilt-free. While you get the full taste and sensation of smoking, there is no smell, second-hand smoke, or cigarette butts to deal with! In fact, he Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarette is a great conversational starter. Non-smokers appreciate the smokeless design, and current smokers want to learn more about them.

Health and Safety
Smoke-Zero's design is the safest in the industry, with over 10 safety certifications. With Smoke-Zero, you do not have the same lung-blackening smoke produced by cigarettes, nor the carcinogens, second-hand smoke and tar. For more safety features, please click here. There is also no burning with Smoke-Zero, meaning you do not have to deal with ash trays, cigarette butts, or cigarette butts.

Same Smoke Sensation – but Smoke Free!
People ask all the time, can Smoke-Zero really simulate smoking? The answer is ABSOLUTELY! Nicotine gum and patches address the nicotine addiction in smokers, but do nothing to help the habit of smoking. With Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarettes, you get the same sensation as smoking. The feeling in your lungs is the same as smoking, but you do not get the lung-blackening effects since it is only vapor. In addition, the flavor is the same as cigarettes, and the nicotine dosage keeps your nicotine cravings at bay. Not to mention the SAVINGS over cigarettes! Yes, Smoke-Zero works and is perfect for YOU!
Smoke-Zero vs Smoking Alternatives

Why do most smoking alternatives fail? Habit. While the pill, patch, gum, and even hypnosis help deal with the nicotine cravings, they do nothing to help you with the habit of smoking. Sayings like “I just smoke while I drink,” or “I like a smoke after a meal” are the exact reason these methods most often fail. Bottom line, you can’t smoke a pill, patch or gum, so how could they help you with the habit?

Smoke Zero works on the Addiction and the Habit.

What’s different about Smoke-Zero? Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarettes work on both the nicotine addiction and help the habit. All the time we get emails from one and two pack per day smokers who are successfully using exclusively Smoke-Zero Electronic Cigarettes. The reason people stick with Smoke-Zero is because it is already familiar to them. You can still have your morning smoke, smoke break, smoke while you drink, or other tendencies without resorting to traditional burning cigarettes. They are more portable than carrying a pack of cigarettes and a lighter, plus no need to worry about ash or burning butts.